The Tradition Continues...

Natural roofing slate has been delivering rain from the elements for more than a thousand years. Created by the forces of nature over 500 million years ago, this time-tested product continues to be the seal of choice for the world’s most prestigious and preserved buildings.

North Country Slate’s goal is to identify and represent the finest natural slate quarries in the world. All North Country slates are quarried from proven slate deposits and meet the most stringent European, U.S., and Canadian production requirements.

Our roofing slates contain a pleasing variation in color, texture, structure and grain. No other product can duplicate these natural characteristics, and the reputation of North Country on fine homes and historic buildings is a testament to their durability and beauty.

North Country slates have earned the respect of architects, building owners and restoration professionals worldwide. They have withstood the test of time under the world’s most demanding climatic conditions, and are accepted without compromise or equal.

We offer a complete range of natural roofing slates with an extensive palette of colors, textures and sizes to choose from. Color options include black, gray, green, purple, mottled purple and red with matching and cross-matching color textures.

With North Country’s availability in a range of slate sizes and thicknesses, roofs can be designed with a smooth overall appearance or rough, bumpy texture. Our products are backed by the North Country professional commitment to quality and service.

For assistance with color, or technical questions regarding roof design, please contact our sales office. Full architectural services are available and sample tiles of the desired square are shipped.


PROPERTIES

NORTH COUNTRY SLATE PROPERTIES

North Country roofing slates when field bonded to corresponding metal or wood, can provide a service life in excess of 240 years.

- Maintenance free
- Moisture and condensation control
- Resistance to chemical pollutants and acids
- Ideal for roof over framing
- Non-combustible and fireproof
- Unaffected by most chemicals
- Indestructible to hail and other impact damage
- Lifetime performance on roof
- Delivered thru brick
- Special ordering on request

SCHEDULE OF STANDARD SIZES

Thichness and Weight
North Country Slate is available in the following standard thicknesses:

- Standard 3/4” (STRATA GRAY)
- Standard 5/8” (VERMONT)
- Standard 7/8” (BLACK)
- Standard 1-1/4” (SEMI WEATHERING)

Note:

- All sizes are available in special colors subject to the size of stock in hand.

NORTH COUNTRY SLATE PROPERTIES

- Unfading or weathering colors
- Resistant to chemical pollutants and acids
- Ideal for roof over framing
- Non-combustible and fireproof
- Unaffected by most chemicals
- Indestructible to hail and other impact damage
- Lifetime performance on roof
- Delivered thru brick
- Special ordering on request

North Country Slate contains a pleasing variation in color, texture, structure and grain. No other product can duplicate these natural characteristics, and the reputation of North Country on fine homes and historic buildings is a testament to their durability and beauty.

With North Country’s availability in a range of slate sizes and thicknesses, roofs can be designed with a smooth overall appearance or rough, bumpy texture. Our products are backed by the North Country professional commitment to quality and service.

For assistance with color, or technical questions regarding roof design, please contact our sales office. Full architectural services are available and sample tiles of the desired square are shipped.

North Country Unfading Black is a premium quality roofing slate offering an elegant and lasting roof for both new construction and restoration projects. Favorably compared to the famous slate of the Meroni region of Italy, this smooth, rich black slate with a slight buff over time. Drawn from select Vermont quarries, North Country Unfading Black slate meets or exceeds ASTM requirements as an S-1 rated roofing slate. This slate is produced by select Vermont quarries and meets or exceeds ASTM standards as an S-1 rated roofing slate.

North Country Semi-Weathering Vermont Black is a premium quality roofing slate containing shades of gray and black in subtle black patterns. A percentage of these slates will weather to tones of brown and buff over time. Drawn from select Vermont quarries, North Country Semi-Weathering Vermont Black slate meets or exceeds ASTM requirements as an S-1 rated roofing slate.

North Country Unfading Gray is a premium quality roofing slate of light to medium gray with minimal inclusions of dark gray and black. This slate is frequently employed to create subtle color textures in a primarily gray roof. North Country Unfading Gray slate is produced by select Vermont quarries. North Country Semi-Weathering Gray slate meets or exceeds ASTM requirements as an S-1 rated roofing slate.

North Country Unfading Purple is a premium quality roofing slate in tones of burgundy. These slates have a variegated appearance and owners for custom homes where they are blended with other slates to create a multi-colored roof. North Country Semi-Weathering Purple slate meets or exceeds ASTM requirements as an S-1 rated roofing slate.

North Country Unfading Mottled Purple and Green is a premium quality roofing slate in a color that has withstood the test of time. This is the most popular roofing slate, it can be used alone or as one of the blended colors used on a multi-colored roof. North Country Semi-Weathering Green slate is produced by select Vermont quarries. North Country Semi-Weathering Green slate meets or exceeds ASTM requirements as an S-1 rated roofing slate.

North Country Unfading Green is a premium quality roofing slate in a color that has withstood the test of time. This is the most popular roofing slate, it can be used alone or as one of the blended colors used on a multi-colored roof. North Country Semi-Weathering Green slate is produced by select Vermont quarries. North Country Semi-Weathering Green slate meets or exceeds ASTM requirements as an S-1 rated roofing slate.